Midway ISD
Science Safety Guidelines
Grades 5-6

_I agree to:_

1. act in a responsible manner at all times in the laboratory;
2. follow all instructions given by the teacher;
3. use good housekeeping practices in the lab;
4. know how to get help in an emergency (teacher, nurse);
5. read each experiment carefully;
6. wear personal protective equipment, such as goggles, when needed;
7. clean up spills right away;
8. never taste or smell substances unless directed to do so by the teacher;
9. handle sharp items carefully;
10. handle all scientific tools correctly;
11. put materials away when finished;
12. wash hands after each experiment.

**MISD Safety Contract**

I hereby declare that **my child and I have read and reviewed the Midway ISD Science Safety Guidelines** above. My child agrees to follow these rules and any additional instructions, written or verbal, given by the school and/or teacher. I will indicate this in my child’s online enrollment by selecting “Yes” in the area designated for the Science Safety Guidelines.